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CITY OF JOONDALUP — HOUSING INFILL PROJECTS 
Grievance 

MR A. KRSTICEVIC (Carine) [11.28 am]: My grievance is directed to the Minister for Planning. I know that 
the minister has long held concerns about the potential unintended consequence of infill developments. I believe 
that we need to regularly review how housing opportunity areas across local governments are being rezoned. We 
need to ensure that we deliver appropriate housing densities and diversity of housing choice, while continuing to 
build strong, viable and vibrant communities. I certainly understand the need for infill in our sprawling city and 
I wholeheartedly support it where good planning is practised. However, I have real concerns about the composition 
and structure of some developments that are being approved in some of the 10 housing opportunity areas in the 
City of Joondalup. During community consultation in 2010, the city sent out 63 000 letters, brochures and surveys 
with reply paid envelopes to every resident and owner of over 58 000 residential properties in the city. Over 
7 000 responses were received. Within those responses, there was a generally high level of community support for 
increased density developments, so the council adopted the draft local housing strategy in February 2011 and it 
was forwarded to the WA Planning Commission for endorsement. 

The WAPC would not support the draft local housing strategy as adopted by the council because it felt that it did 
not respond strongly enough to the state’s strategic planning documents. The city was encouraged to increase the 
size of the housing opportunity areas and to also increase the density coding within them. The draft local housing 
strategy was amended as per the direction of the WAPC and advertised in February 2013. Letters were sent to 
914 landowners who were not initially included in a housing opportunity area but were then proposed to be. A total 
of 30 submissions were received. Notices were also placed in the local newspapers and on the city’s website. 

The city attempted to include a provision in scheme amendment 73 to restrict the development of multiple dwellings 
to sites larger than 2 000 square metres. This would have made it more difficult for developers to develop 
multiple-unit dwellings in all housing opportunity areas. In addition, to give more weight to the provisions of the 
city’s residential development local planning policy, the city also included a provision in scheme amendment 73 to 
require all higher density development in the housing opportunity areas to meet the requirements of the city’s planning 
policy. Unfortunately, the WA Planning Commission did not support these amendments and had them removed from 
amendment 73. Instead, the final scheme amendment 73 only included a provision relating to minimum lot frontages, 
and this revised strategy was endorsed by the WA Planning Commission in November 2013. 

With hindsight, it would have been wise for the City of Joondalup to liaise more extensively with residents about 
the proposed zoning changes. However, it did not and now residents are witnessing the construction of unsuitable 
apartments near their homes. It was not until earlier this year, since the implementation of the local housing 
strategy, that I started receiving complaints from my constituents about the structures that had been approved and 
were being built in the suburb of Duncraig, west of Warwick train station. In February, I attended a meeting with 
many Duncraig residents who were concerned about the developments resulting from the recent changes to the 
R-codes. As a result of this meeting, a petition objecting to the rezoning adopted by the city was presented to the 
City of Joondalup. This resulted in a special electors meeting being held on 24 April 2017 to deal with this serious 
issue. To address the concerns of residents, and to restrict the building of inappropriate dwellings—in particular, 
apartment blocks—the city initiated an amendment to its scheme to reduce the density coding in housing 
opportunity area 1 in Duncraig. This amendment is known as amendment 88 and has not yet been advertised. The 
success of this amendment will largely depend on the willingness of the WA Planning Commission allowing the 
City of Joondalup to develop the scheme changes needed to vary the current R-codes and provisions of 
Design WA, allowing local planning policy to recognise local factors and the needs of local residents. Therefore, 
I implore the minister to get involved and support this amendment 88 to ensure that it is expedited without delay. 

I have also been contacted by Edgewater residents who are alarmed about the inappropriate developments that are 
being approved in their area. They have joined forces with the Duncraig residents to express their concerns to the 
City of Joondalup. As the minister knows, I wrote to her in April this year to raise concerns about the developments 
being approved in my area. In her response, she stated — 

The location and density of these areas was carefully considered in line with State planning policy in 
order to meet the future housing needs in the City. Both the LHS and the subsequent scheme amendment 
were subject to significant public consultation, and feedback received was considered in the finalisation 
of both the strategy and the scheme amendment. 

Notwithstanding, it is open to the City to initiate a further amendment to its scheme if it is of the view 
that density codes and development standards in Duncraig should be revisited. 

I am very glad to hear that the minister considers it possible for the city to initiate a further amendment to its 
scheme. However, given that the city’s local housing strategy and associated scheme amendment have not long 
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been finalised, I am not confident that the WA Planning Commission will support a review of the residential 
densities for this area. It is therefore very important that the minister supports the city’s amendment 88. 

Apart from being imposing structures, some of the most obvious problems that will arise from these inappropriate 
developments is that there is not enough parking catered on-site, and there is a real concern about how rubbish 
trucks will be able to access bins once the overflow of cars from the new units are parked in the streets, not to 
mention the conflict that will develop between drivers, pedestrians and bike riders. 

I read with great interest in The West Australian last Wednesday, 22 November, that the minister has delivered on 
her promise to create a problem-solving strike squad to improve planning outcomes. I am all for a system that is 
more efficient, removes cost burdens, creates savings and delivers good planning outcomes for those looking to 
purchase a new home. I want to commend the minister for this initiative and suggest that her hit squad first target 
the City of Joondalup, and in particular housing opportunity areas 1 and 8. 

I have today submitted to Parliament a petition from residents of the City of Joondalup who have asked for an 
immediate halt to all building applications for high-density developments above R30, within the 10 housing 
opportunity areas until the WA Planning Commission has completed a full review and undertaken proper 
community consultation. The City of Joondalup is listening to its residents and, as a result, will be proposing 
amendment 88 for consideration by the WA Planning Commission. I implore the minister to support this request 
and treat these zoning issues as urgent. The minister’s intervention in fast-tracking this review process would be 
greatly appreciated by the local community. I thank the house for its attention. I extend an invitation to the minister 
and/or the member for Perth to come on-site and look at some of the outcomes of this development. I know from 
my discussions with the member for Perth that he is very supportive of that view if the minister is happy in 
supporting him to look at what these developments are doing to Duncraig and other areas. I look forward to the 
minister’s support and I thank the house. 

MS R. SAFFIOTI (West Swan — Minister for Transport) [11.35 am]: I thank the member for Carine for raising 
this issue. Right at the start of the discussion, I say that the member for Joondalup has also written to me to discuss 
this issue at length and the member for Kingsley and the member for Mirrabooka have also discussed this issue 
with me. 

Mr P.C. Tinley: Many times. 

Ms R. SAFFIOTI: Many times. All new governments inherit a number of processes and this is one of the millions 
that I have probably inherited, and it obviously does not seem to have gone down that well or been worked through 
as well as it could have. We have a drive to create more housing and more infill across the suburbs, but one of the 
key themes that I have taken to this role is making sure that we have the appropriate density in the right places and 
do not reduce amenity across the suburbs. This is a big issue as we grapple with the need to find more housing and 
create higher density precincts, but also ensure that we retain choices in the community so that people can choose 
to live in a very compact way or in a traditional house with land. I am taking that to this job. 

From the millions of issues that I have inherited, it is clear that the process is not working well. One of the key 
issues is the lack of clarity or consultation at the front end of the planning process. Here it appears that all the 
boxes were ticked. All the requirements for that scheme amendment were met. I will go through that in a minute. 
However, there has now been a realisation of the impact of those decisions. Again, I think it is a demonstration of 
how our planning process needs to be more transparent. Councils and government need to work better to inform 
the community that it serves of the outcomes of a local planning scheme. It is up to the councils to do that work 
and to consult. My team is grappling with the issue of consultation and the genuine transparency of the potential 
outcomes. We have got ourselves into a lot of trouble across the suburbs when people participate, but they do not 
understand the consequences of their decisions or their advocacy. In other instances, people do not get the chance 
to participate properly. We have asked the reform team to look at that issue. 

There are issues across Joondalup that were the consequence of that amendment. To go through it, in December 2013, 
the City of Joondalup initiated amendment 73 to its district planning scheme. It was initiated to implement the 
majority of recommendations contained in the city’s local housing strategy by identifying housing opportunity areas 
and recoding and rezoning those lots. Housing opportunity areas were identified having regard to, amongst other 
things, public transport and other infrastructure. Amendment 73 was advertised in July 2014 and, following public 
advertising, submissions on amendment 73 were considered by the city and by the WAPC in recommendation 3 to 
the then Minister for Planning. 

As minister, it is quite clear that by the time I receive a document right at the end, I believe and trust that a lot of 
consultation was done and awareness was created, and I look at the submissions. As a minister, I would, for 
example, look at the submissions that have been lodged to see whether local issues have been raised through that 
process. Because the minister is right at the end of the process, sometimes it is not picked up that people were not 
aware of the issues or that people have not had the opportunity to put forward their concerns. The minister is right at 
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the end of the process, and I make the key point that there should be a lot more transparency and clarity at the front 
end. The minister can then make decisions and form recommendations that are more consistent with the public. 

That is not to walk away from our density targets. I also point out that at the time the density targets were made 
by the state government, targets were basically provided to councils and not enough mechanisms were in place for 
the government to work with councils to achieve those targets in a proper way. As a result, councils developed 
ideas that were submitted to the Western Australian Planning Commission, and the WAPC was keen to make sure 
those targets eventuated, so this is what we have.  
We now have an issue with regard to Duncraig. This might be a bit pre-emptive, but I understand that the 
City of Joondalup is required to advertise amendment 88 and consider any submissions. It appears to be at the 
beginning of that process, but I note that there are other issues in Edgewater and other parts of the 
City of Joondalup. I want to make sure that we have a consistent approach to what we are doing in this area. That 
is something that the member for Joondalup has raised with me—to make sure that we do not just keep on chasing 
this down the road and that we try to have a more consistent approach. 
I thank the member for this grievance. As I said, it is one of those issues; people often do not realise what can and 
potentially will happen in their street until the bulldozers move in. That seems to be the problem and, as a result, 
we create these public debates at the end of the process rather than at the front of the process. I also think there is 
often interaction between local government policies and state government policies. For example, something might 
be zoned R40 but then there are changes to what an R40 zoning can deliver. All those things work together 
sometimes to create outcomes that people do not really expect. We are very keen to have more infill, but it really 
has to be through the proper precinct planning process. With regard to amendment 88, I will see how the 
City of Joondalup goes through its process. The member is urging me to hurry up, but we really have to wait for 
the City of Joondalup to do its work first. 
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